Give the Blessing of Abundance
(for your children, grandchildren and unmarried family members)

This is a pretty simple, yet heart-warming ritual.
In China, for the New Year, parents gift their children with Red Prosperity Envelopes filled with cash.
Select a Prosperity red envelope you enjoy, or the one you think your children would enjoy. Decide
how much you want to gift. Fill the envelope with money and close it (you don’t have to seal it).
SEE MY FUN GUIDE TO YOUR PROSPERITY ENVELOPES BELOW!
TIP: you may gift any amount of money you want. However, I do recommend you use the above guide
to Chinese Numerology I’ve offered you above. Say, if you want to gift $20, then why not gift 18 or 28
instead, to make the ultimate number additionally lucky. If you wanted to gift $60 or $70 dollars, how
about going up to $68, $80 or $88 (this way your lucky children will get a few extras).
Traditionally, it’s best to give your money-filled Prosperity Envelopes to the recipients when you are
having a Holiday family dinner. The perfect day to do so is when you are celebrating a Chinese New
Year with family and friends. (Or, if you don’t do that, even Western New Year celebration will work!)

Incidentally, if you would like to transfer this charming ritual onto another holiday you celebrate, when
the family and friends gather at an inviting and warm dinner table, I say do it!
Say, you decide to gift your young ones the cash-filled prosperity envelopes during Christmas, Western
New Year, Easter, summer picnic or a Thanksgiving/Harvest celebration dinner.
Or, what if you decided to gift your very special birthday boy or girl this way… What a great way to do
something different, and what a conversation piece! Plus, your children will begin learning about the
fascinating foreign cultures in the most fun and positive way!

Who should you gift this way?
Generally, the rule of thumb is that the older generation gifts the younger members of the family, not
the other way around. The symbolism is very beautiful: this is a blessing of the matriarch and patriarch
of the family to their young. Therefore, if you are a mother or father, or if you are a grandparent, you
can gift this way your children and grandchildren.
A kindly aunt or uncle, or simply an adult dear friend of the family, can do the same – and instantly
become the favorite of the children!
Chinese are even more particular about who they gift this way:
1. Young children who are in school (anywhere between 5-6 and 21-22 years of age)
2. Unmarried young members of the family of any age.
That said, my hubby’s Hong Kong parents still gift us sometimes with red envelopes during Chinese
New Year when we come to visit, despite us being married. We certainly don’t object. ;)
If your child is married with children, it is considered that he/she is already a parent and has to get
his/her own ‘gifting program’ going. So, if this is your situation, then gift your grandchildren. But if
your children are older, yet unmarried – it’s still a great idea to gift them with the Money-filled
Prosperity Envelopes. This simple yet heart-warming ritual will translate into your blessing and good
wishes, which may bring them a lot of luck, including in the area of marriage and children.

YOUR ULTIMATE PROSPERITY ENVELOPE GUIDE
How to pick your envelopes for this ritual?
Due to the direct correlation of this particular ritual with family and children, usually the envelopes that
have the children symbolism are used.
The size isn’t important. Generally, any red envelopes will work, as long as they emanate a symbolism
of prosperity, especially for the older children.
For the young, or if one of your good wishes for your offspring is to get married and start and family,
use children’s symbolism.

**Chinese red prosperity envelopes are sold in Chinatowns and Chinese stores, or they can be ordered
from Amazon!
Here is one such link – bigger and thicker envelopes. Here’s is another – for small and basic ones.
This is NOT an endorsement! Please do your own search!

Examples
General prosperity and luck envelopes, suitable for any age and for any ritual:

Children-themed envelopes, which come with gold prosperity seals (lower center). Good for this ritual!

The above envelope, depicting dragon and phoenix and the double happiness symbol, symbolizes
happy marriage.
Dragon and phoenix combo is a representation of the happy yin-yang, male-female union. It also
symbolizes balance and harmony.
If your sacred wish for your child is to get married and have a happy family, this kind of envelope
makes sense.

These envelopes are designed specifically
for gifting money.
Filled with traditional colorful auspicious
symbolism, they are a rare horizontal
breed,
with a flap and scalloped opening in the
front.
They don’t get sealed – just close the flap.

This envelope is the size of a USD bill, so you don’t have to fold the money inside – very convenient.
TIP: If you can, try to gift the new bills. As a matter of fact, the rule of only filling your envelopes with
new money applies to all our Prosperity Envelope rituals.

More examples of various red envelopes. They come in all sizes and designs!
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